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expressed by a power series and a total deformation theory is applied to the problem. This solution is
applicable to any plane stress or plane strain (incompressible) problem with known elastic solutions.
Based on this solution, the asymptotic solution of a strain-hardening elasto-plastic plate containing
an elliptical hole under equal-biaxial tension Was obtained in reference [2], and the asymptotic
analytical solution of the strain-hardenign elasto-plastic plate containing a circular hole under
uniaxial tension was obtained in reference [3]. In addition, the study of stress concentration at
circular holes in some strain-hardening material infinite plates was carried out in references [4] and
[5] by using the finite element method, and the Fourier series method in conjunction with the finite
differentiation method, respectively. However, each of those known solutions is either an
asymptotic analytical solution or a numerical solution with a very complicated performing process,
making it inconvenient to use directly in solving engineering problems. Recently, a complex variable
function method for solving the plane strain problems of power-law materials by using complex
pseudo-stress function was suggested in reference [6], where the stress concentration problems of a
power-law infinite medium containing a single circular hole or rigid inclusion were solved by using
Abstract a pseudo-stress function and the associated
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governing the flow field of detonation products behind the flyor (Fig. I):
II. Basic Theory and Formulae
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where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
The eFq uofi l flyor
i b r i u as
m another
e q u a t i oboundary.
n s are Both are unknown; the position of R and the state paratrajectory
meters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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The compatibility equation is
0Zew + Oze"
02e~!
0x~
OVa -----2' 0x0y

(2.4)

where, cr~ , et in equations (2.1) and (2.2) are the effective stress and the effective strain,
respectively, and A and n in equation (2.1) are material constants. The four groups of equations just
listed above inconjunction with the given boundary conditions will form the plane stress boundaryvalue problem of a power-law material abiding by the total deformation theory described by
equation (2.2).
Now introducing the Airy stress function U(x, y), and letting
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By using equation (2.7), the effective
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where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
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meters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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Substitutin.g equation (2.1 I) into
(2.4), and taking equation (2.6) into
account at the same time, we now find the resulting equation will be

where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
O'A
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected
OzzO~z shock
= 0 of detonation wave D as a boundary and
( 2 . 1the
2)
trajectory F of flyor as another boundary. Both are unknown; the position of R and the state parameters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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Equation (2.12) as shown is a complex biharmonic equation, therefore, .'l is a biharmonic function,
and according to the Gousant formula the solution is given as
(2.13)
where cp(z), Z ( z ) are holomorphic functions ofz. Since the same kind of differential equation is
satisfied by both the function .4 and the stress function U of plane problems in the linear elasticity
theory, and the problem of seeking solutions for the plane stress problem of a power-law material
has been finally transformed into a problem of determining the function A after performing the
transformation shown in equation (2.10), we can safely call the very function ~1 the pseudo-stress
function similar to but different from that of the stress function U in the linear elasticity theory.
According to the deducing process shown above, it is clear that the strain components expressed in
terms of the pseudo-stress function in equation (2.11) are the strain components that satisfy the
equilibrium equations. On the other hand, if equation (2.10) is substituted into equation (2.2), and
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Substituting equation (2.13) into this equation, we will find the expressions of stress components
expressed by the complex variable functions. These expressions are
It-|
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The one-dimensional problem of the motion of a rigid flying plate under explosive attack has
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where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
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meters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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Obviously, O is a harmonic function. Now wg take a holomorphic functionf(z)=I~+ ico, and let
qg(z):p+ iq=
where q~(z)is the holomorphic function originally defined in equation (2.13). Then, according to the
Cauchy-Riemann conditions, there will be
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general, a numerical analysis is required. In this paper, however, by utilizing the "weak" shock
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Final velocities of flying plate obtained agree very well with numerical results by computers. Thus
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an analytic formula with two parameters of high explosive (i.e. detonation velocity and polytropic
(2.22),
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3 OA and explosive welding and
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-.-where p, p, S, u are pressure,u +density,
of detonation products
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
trajectory F of flyor as another boundary. Both are unknown; the position of R and the state parameters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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In the plane polar coordinates, equation (2.24) can be written as

(z)
23 Xt--7~) ] e x p [ - - i 0 ]

(2.25)

Up to now, we have obtained all expressions of stress, strain and displacement components of
the plane stress problem of a power-law material by using the complex variable method with the aid
of the pseudo-stress function that satisfies a biharmonic equation. As a result, the solution-seeking
pattern for the plane stress problems of power-law materials has been developed by using the
complex variable function method. For a particular problem, if the holomorphic functions (p(z)
and g ( z ) can be determined by the given boundary conditions, then the solution for all the stress,
strain and displacement components will easily be obtained by using the basic formulae presented in
this section.
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It is clear that from the second equation in (d) the coefficient a ~must be a real constant. In addition,
the coefficient a0 can also be taken as a real costant if we learn from equations (2.)7), (2.19) and
(2.24) the fact that the imaginary part of a0 is only related to rigid-body displacement. Thus, solving
equation (d) will result in

(. p.~,.

,

Oo=-

Tj

lip,t,.

, Oo=yL- )

{e}

Now let us consider the boundary condition around the circular hole. Substituting the two
equations into equation (2.18), we can get
m-1

2~r,-- 2it, e =2 2""F-i-{ 2Reqg'(z)- I-~q0"(z) + X"(z)3exp[2i0}

(3.1)

Then, substituting equation (c) into equation (3.1), and rearranging it, we will find
n-I
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_._~_.~)+ (. 4aZr r4a4
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The equation (3.2) combined with that in (,3.3) will yield the close-formed analytical expressions of
stress components for the problem shown in Fig. I. Obviously, if we let n = 1, then we will get

~.-- P_(1 + R~ '~ _ p ( 1 + 3-~-")cos20
Z\

r- /

Z\

r

/

p
R"
p
R2
3R ~
a, =-~-(1 - r-~--) + P2---(1- rR-~") ( 1 - 3r--~)cos 20
,o

(3.4)

,:
P
3R ~"
Rz
.
,, ----~'(1 + r--~-)(
3
r - - ~ - - 1) san20
This is the well-known solution of a linear-elastic material infinite plate containing a circular hole of
radius R subjected to uniaxiai tension p obtained by G. Kirsch.
Substituting the final complex holomorphic functions just stated and used to get equation (3.2)
into equation (2.24), we can further obtain the displacement components as
_..F/r

3R z \
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The one-dimensional problem of the motion of a rigid flying plate under explosive attack has
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As shown in Fig. 2, the two curves given by (h) and (k) have a close correlation.
where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
trajectory F of flyor as another boundary. Both are unknown; the position of R and the state parameters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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The two tangental stress distributions at 0----~/2 according to equation (3.6) of this paper
The one-dimensional problem of the motion of a rigid flying plate under explosive attack has
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respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
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1. Introduction
Explosive driven flying-plate technique ffmds its important use in the study of behavior of
materials under intense impulsive loading, shock synthesis of diamonds, and explosive welding and
cladding of metals. The method of estimation of flyor velocity and the way of raising it are questions
of common interest.
Under the assumptions of one-dimensional plane detonation and rigid flying plate, the normal
approach of solving the problem of motion of flyor is to solve the following system of equations
governing the flow field of detonation products behind the flyor (Fig. I):
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where p, p, S, u are pressure, density, specific entropy and particle velocity of detonation products
respectively, with the trajectory R of reflected shock of detonation wave D as a boundary and the
trajectory F of flyor as another boundary. Both are unknown; the position of R and the state parameters on it are governed by the flow field I of central rarefaction wave behind the detonation wave
D and by initial stage of motion of flyor also; the position of F and the state parameters of products
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